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Newsworthy

Celebrating September
World Alzheimer’s Month
Labor Day: U.S.
September 3
Grandparents Day Cookie
Decorating
2:00 PM, All Buildings
September 8
Grandparents Day
September 9
Entertainer Jack
2:00 PM, 394 Building
September 12
Entertainer Rodger
2:00 PM, 400 Building
September 17
Entertainer Eddie
1:00 PM, 1350 Building
September 27

Perhaps we take for granted the convenience of
finding our daily newspapers on the front stoop or in
the mailbox. On September 4, give extra thanks to our
delivery boys and girls on Newspaper Carrier Day, for
it was on this day in 1833 that New York City news
publisher Benjamin Day hired the very first paperboy,
10-year-old Barney Flaherty. Day’s advertisement
looking for help requested “steady men” for the job,
but Flaherty proved a sincere and hardworking lad.
Soon, boys and girls could be found manning the city’s
street corners yelling, “Extra! Extra! Read all about it!”
Nowadays, newspaper carriers are a rare breed.
A 2016 study showed that in the United States, only two
out of 10 adults get their news from an actual paper.
More than half of us watch the news on television.
But a recent 2017 survey showed that 67% of all
Americans now get the latest news through social
media outlets like Facebook and Twitter. Cell phones
have dramatically contributed to this change, with 72%
of Americans using their phones to find out the latest
headlines. While many lament that print newspapers
are going obsolete, there is some good news:
journalism is actually getting better.
The world is better informed today than it has ever
been. Thanks to cell phones, people can follow the
news with a few quick swipes of the finger. Moreover,
journalists have better access to the technology that
allows them to uncover facts and stories, as well as to
widely distribute those facts. So, the good news is that
there is a lot of good news out there. However, with
so much news out there competing for our attention, it
has never been more important to check the news for
ourselves and get our facts straight. While those printed
newspapers delivered by our celebrated newspaper
carriers undergo rigorous editorial processes, sometimes
online outlets do not. Reading the news is a responsibility
we should all take seriously.

September 2018

Messages of Love

September Birthdays

How does one write the perfect love note? Let
me count the ways on September 26, Love Note
Day. Whether you pen a love note to make an
ordinary day extraordinary or jot some loving
words down in a greeting card, penning a
heartfelt love note takes some practice.

In astrology, Virgo’s Virgins are those born
between September 1–22. Virgos are one
of the most careful signs of the zodiac. They
pay attention to detail, analyze problems, and
plan so as to leave nothing to chance. These
amazing listeners give excellent advice. Those
born from September 23–30 balance the scales
of Libra. Libras strive for balance, avoid conflict,
and desire fairness for everyone. To achieve
this, they are sociable, strategic, charming,
and diplomatic.

The sonnet was the preferable
form for a love note for hundreds
of years. It was invented by the
Italian Giacomo de Lentini in the
13th century. The word sonnet
means “little song,” and it is a
14-line poem with a variable
rhyming scheme that always
ends with a turn of thought or sentiment. As you can
see, a sonnet is a highly technical piece of writing,
perhaps better left to poets like Dante or William
Shakespeare. However, if you truly wish to woo
your love, then a sonnet is the traditional choice.
Modern times, however, may require modern
methods. A greeting card, a poem, or a note
on a napkin must all be sincere. It is important
to speak from your heart. And don’t just write
“I love you” or “You’re beautiful.” These generic
phrases, while true, are uninteresting. It is of utmost
importance to be particular. Mention details and
things you love: the smell of hair, the way she
likes her coffee, his obsession with crossword
puzzles. Show that you’ve noticed things that
no one else but a true love could have possibly
noticed. That is love.
Why is it important to a relationship to write love
notes? Writing down your thoughts and feelings
makes them permanent. Also, it is often easier
to describe your heart in writing when you are
alone and thoughtful than to express your truest
thoughts and feelings on the spot in front of
another person. Perhaps you’d like to start by
writing a letter and not sharing it? The simple
act of writing about your love for your beloved
is a way to rejuvenate your feelings for them.
So let your love flow from your pen. And if you’re
feeling really ambitious, try to make it rhyme!

Boxcar Willie (singer) – September 1, 1931
Otis Redding (singer) – September 9, 1941
Agatha Christie (writer) – September 15, 1890
H.G. Wells (writer) – September 21, 1866
Linda Hamilton (actress) – September 26, 1956
Ed Sullivan (TV host) – September 28, 1901

Resident Birthdays
Shirley B. – September 15
Bob H. – September 20
Mark – September 23
Priscilla – September 27

From the Activity Directors Desk
It’s hard to believe that summer flew by this
quick with the first day of Autumn being on the
22nd.
This year for grandparent’s day we are doing
our annual cookie decorating. This event will
be held on September 8th at 2:00 PM in all 3
buildings. Feel free to bring the grandchildren
or great-grandchildren to come in and
decorate a cookie with their loved ones. Like
always reservations are required and we ask
that they be in by September 3rd. To make a
reservation feel free to contact Kassie at (920)
412-6224 or email at
kassie@angelstouchcbrf.com. Please limit the
number of guests to 7 per resident.
Any questions or suggestions feel free to
contact Kassie!

